Text appears: Razer DeathAdder V2 Pro. Ergonomics unleashed.
The Razer DeathAdder V2 Pro mouse sits atop an alien-looking pedestal filled with cables.
Text appears: The legend. Goes wireless.
Cables burn away with green energy, as the final cable unplugs to unleash the true power of the mouse.
Huge shards of rock explode from the ground, threatening to destroy the mouse.
With a single click, it releases a violent green flash of energy, shattering all the rocks.
Text appears: Strike first.
Text appears: Lowest latency. Razer Hyperspeed wireless technology.
The mouse sits triumphantly on its pedestal.
It blinks in a burst of energy, soaring through the air and flying through a ring made of rock.
Text appears: Outlast them all.
The speed of the mouse causes the rock to erode, revealing a green, high-tech energy ring that charges to full.
Text appears: 70 hours of battery life. Razer Hyperspeed wireless technology.
The mouse glides across a smooth surface, as afterimages of it trail behind.
Text appears: Aim true.
The afterimages freeze for effect, before flowing back into the actual mouse all at once.
Text appears: Motion Sync. Razer Focus+ optical sensor.
Text appears: Calibrate your control.
We see the laser from the mouse sensor measuring its distance to the surface.
Text appears: Asymmetric cut-off. Razer Focus+ optical sensor.
Zoom in to a closer shot of the laser to highlight its precision.
The mouse appears in a hallway blocked by a line of randomly swinging axes.
As the axes swing apart, they leave a tiny gap between them, revealing a skull at the end of the hallway.
The mouse clicks, sending a laser beam through the tiny gap, shattering the skull to emphasize its speed and accuracy.
Text appears: Flawless execution.
We view the internals of the mouse switch.
Text appears: No unintended double-clicks. 2nd-gen Razer optical mouse switch.
The mouse switch starts actuating rapidly.

Text appears: Built to ensure.

Text appears: 70 million click durability. 2nd-gen Razer optical mouse switch.

A glowing robotic hand reaches from the darkness.

Text appears: Comfort is king.

As the hand comes to rest, the mouse magically forms within the hand for the perfect fit.

Text appears: Best-in-class ergonomics.

The robot hand magically disappears, leaving only the mouse.

We cut to several close ups of the texture and buttons of the mouse,

Before zooming out to a wider shot of the Razer DeathAdder V2 Pro sitting triumphantly on an impressive alien throne.

Text appears: Razer DeathAdder V2 Pro. Ergonomics unleashed.